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Editorial
by Jacob Bellini

GOLDEN WORDS

Go To Campus Unprepared
Day after day you see students
walking around with enormous backpacks
and tote bags the size of suitcases walking
around and causing inevitable skeletal
damage to their young bones. This is the
cost of bringing everything you need to
school. It is now the question we must
ask ourselves - why bring everything you
need? Why not nothing?
Those students who are prepared
will bring textbooks, water (that they
can’t drink in class), hundreds of pens
and random electronic devices in case
anyone is in need. However virtuous these
actions may be, those who are prepared
will simply be too distracted by all their
shit everywhere on their tiny desks to
actually pay attention. While frantically
copying every word said and every
equation written, no understanding is
gained and no topics learned about, thus
is the downfall of the totebaggers.
To be a good learner and well
educated student show up to campus
with nothing but the clothes on your
back (and probably a mask so you can
get inside). Think about it. No phone
buzzing with all your friends sending you
the latest GoldenWordsOfficial Instagram
post, no subsequent laughing (out loud)
in class and causing a disruption. There is
absolutely nothing to do but listen to your
professor ramble about their chosen topic

for today. You will look like megamind
through just one week of this.
Another benefit is that you will
inevitably not spend any money, simply
due to you having nothing to spend. You
will be forced to barter with a dime you
found on the ground or trying to bum a
tam off an unsuspecting frosh in order
to get your lunch. Savings! Grow your
savings or even tip your landlord! Your
landlord needs the money more than
you, after all you’re simply a parasite and
they are a benevolent god who would
appreciate it if you bought them lunch
every once in a while.
Imagine. You will finally crack
your addiction to queen’s merch. No
longer will you have to buy the Queen’s
Mom and Dad shirts for your parents
everytime you want to buy a book from
the bookstore. No longer will you see
someone wearing amazing GoldenWords
merch (coming soon I think) and go into
a trance and buy up our whole store. No
longer will you pick up a GoldenWords
paper and feel the urge to etransfer Jacob
Bellini $5 at bellinijacob@gmail.com as a
tip for all the good work he’s done and all
the laughs he’s given you.
Furthermore, everyone is always
afraid of the rain saying “oh no my
laptop is going to get fucking soaked”
you say “I have to cover it with my body

while running in the rain.” Absolutely
humiliating. The solution is not to
overburden your poor bones and back by
bringing a ginormous tricolour umbrella
that will inevitably blow away. The
solution is to not bring your laptop. How
can a laptop get wet if it’s safe in the
comfort of its own home? This is what it
means to be in engineering, really, finding
the most efficient solution to a problem,
even if it’s not what you set out to do.
Feel free to use that line in interviews. It’s
gotten me a total of zero internships, but
it could work for someone with a useful
degree!
Imagine your life without a laptop or
any other school supplies for that matter.
Your bullshit™ design project group
wants you to touch up your Gantt chart for
the third time? Nope. Sorry, I don’t have
a computer. Your tutorial group wants
you to help solve the group’s problem
set? Dang, that’s crazy, but I don’t have
a pencil.
Please, don’t succumb to peer
pressure and break your back hauling
calculators and pencil cases. Just go to
campus absolutely RAW as our forefathers
intended.

Editorial
by Haneen Saleem
Does No One Check the Weather Before Leaving The House!?!?
Hello friends, foes, and all of your toes!
This week I’ve been absolutely astonished
by just how many people probably haven’t
checked the forecast prior to leaving their
place of dwelling. I’ve seen MULTIPLE people,
SEVERAL days of the week, going about
dressed completely fucking wrong for the
weather. For example, it rained last week (as
you all must be aware now but possibly not the
morning of) and in response to this students
decided to dress for the summer!?!? You know
what, I’ll be honest, the attire doesn’t bother me
much. I worry you may get cold and if you’re
soaking wet you might get sick, but otherwise,
live your life! If you wanna fuck around and be
freezing and let your feet be drenched, go for it!
Just protect your things??? At least????
Let me paint you a picture. It’s Tuesday.
It’s raining a bit, not too bad but it’s getting
there, you know? I’m walking to Stauffer
Library to pick up a lovely friend, and what do I
see? I’m glad you asked, regular Golden Words
reader! I see a foolish student, running through
the scramble in the rain, bag over her head and a
rose gold macbook (i’m assuming pro) IN HER
HANDS, no case, no sleeve, out in the open
for the rain to catch. As someone who has spilt
water (whole glasses) on her (:(not rose gold)
laptop (twice) (in one month), let me tell you,
those (both rose gold and otherwise) macbooks
do NOT enjoy having water in their ports. This
gal, with the confidence of a Brad trying to pick
up a girl at a party, runs out of stauffer, through

the scramble, rose gold macbook, in, hand…
NOT EVEN IN THE BAG SHE WAS USING
TO PROTECT HER HEAD. This girly was also
not dressed for the weather, attire wise, so she
was done for. That bag was doing NOTHING
to keep her from getting soaked, and would’ve
been better used as PROTECTION FOR HER
ROSE GOLD MACBOOK!!! And as if mother
nature was punishing her for her sins, it began
to POUR on this poor girl and her poor rose
gold macbook (might’ve been an air tbh). WHY
WOULD YOU NOT PUT THE ROSE GOLD
MACBOOK IN YOUR BAG!?!?!?! My friend
(who I was picking up from Staff) actually gave
her s/o her bag of things because SHE KNEW
WE’D BE OUT IN THE RAIN FOR A BIT! AND
WANTED TO KEEP HER THINGS FROM
GETTING WET! She had a plan, a goal, a focus.
She checked the fucking forecast.
Look, I’m not trying to tell you how to
live your life, but are you fucking kidding
me? Every fucking morning my alarm wakes
me up with the date, time, and the fucking
weather forecast. What do I wear? Check the
forecast. Umbrella? Forecast. Boots or sneakers?
Forecast. My whole day depends on the fucking
weather and what it has in store for me. Does
it not ruin your day to be dressed absolutely
wrong for the season? Does it not bother you
being freezing cold in fall because you thought
wearing your beat up converse on your feet
with high waisted black shorts and a baggy
band shirt accompanied by a flannel tied

around your waist while you put your long,
auburn hair in a messy bun would be a good
idea!?!?!?!? It’s sweater weather, it’s too cold
outside for you here so if you’re not gonna wear
a sweater at least fuckin find someone to hold
your hands through the holes of their sweater!!!
I truly don’t understand the confusion.
Why is this happening? Why to so many
students? What’s the deal!?!?! Starbucks is
selling their fox cookies and PSL’s right now.
Pumpkins are on sale. Its literally October,
and you’re still not prepared for the rain? Its
no longer summer nights and shotgunning
beers before going to Stages, it’s Seasonal
Affective Disorder (SAD) due to shorter
days and shotgunning beers before your
midterm (drinking problem). I know you’re
still fantasizing about summer. You’re still
holding onto that one ray of sunshine that
tells you “Its still summer!!!!! Summer fun!!!
WOOOO pier time!!!!! Fun! Warm summer!!!!
Warm hot sun sun!!!!!!” No. Stop it. The pier is
fucking closed. Its time to wake up, and check
the fucking forecast.
*This editorial is dedicated to everyone
who checks the weather before leaving the
house. You are superior. You are beautiful. You
are loved. You are appreciated. You are doing
so great and you are perfect.
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Debate on Taxonomic Classification of
Professors Heats Up

Elon Musk partners with Jeff Bezos to create irl Squid
Game experience
(Spoilers, duh)
Following the ongoing rapid success of the Netflix show ‘Squid Game’, Elon
Musk has chosen to start working on designing a live action Squid Game experience alongside financial aid partner Jeff Bezos called “Wipeout: The American
Dream”! This game would follow the same general narrative as Squid Game, local
citizens in poverty and massive financial debt would be asked if they wanted to
participate in some fun little games for the chance at winning over $40 billion!
When asking the lovely creators of the show what inspired them to create such
a game Bezos responded with: “well I have a ton of money and I’ve always wanted
to see a battle royale in person, just like in my favourite video game Fortnite (please
sponsor me). What better way to help the American people than to host a massive
death game and give a fortune to the last person standing? When you think about
it, I’m actually doing this country a favour, getting homeless people off the streets
and giving them brand new designer jumpsuits, I am quite literally feeding these
people for the rest of their lives”. Quite the creative genius that one is, there’s no
way this could possibly backfire or cause class based revolution.
Finally we’ve got an official statement from the real mastermind behind the
games, Elon Musk himself! When we last left our brave billionaire buddy, we
learned that he was on a “sigma grindset” and leaving his mortal attachments for
abstract concepts like success and power. His statement is as follows: “I’m making
it official, I’m taking a brief break from my sigma grindset, I watched Squid Game
and had a spout of inspiration. What if we could create an underground ring, betting on human lives to entertain the wealthy and powerful at the expense of the
poor, oh what a dream that would be. So being the eccentric billionaire that I am,
I’m making that dream into a reality. Planning is going great, logistics are in line,
with Bezos funding this project we can basically do whatever we want! We’ve already gotten the rights to host the event on Epstein island, it’s not like he’s going
to be using it any time soon. But I can’t give away too many details of our planning
process, it’ll ruin the surprises we have in store.”
I don’t know about you, but I can’t wait to see what’s
in store in the coming months. Everyone already knows
that the American version of something that already exists is definitely better than the original, so this must be
off the charts. Please send any and all ideas, speculation,
rumours, etc. about the games to the form in the QR code
below!

-Elon Musk’s Relationship Advisor

‘Life Sciences’ Major Found to be Useless,
Garbage, Good-for-Nothing, and for What?
The Oxford English dictionary defines ‘Life Sciences’ as a degree that is only
useful if you get accepted into medical school but is good for absolutely nothing
else unless you want to go into research or something else obsolete and boring
that nobody cares about.
A recent longitudinal study found that of all ArtSci first years, 50% say they
want to major in Life Sciences but by second year, only 5% actually end up majoring in it. Further, researchers found that 100% of the second year Life Science
students said they wanted to be doctors, but by their fourth year, only 43% still
wanted to be doctors and the rest of the class was lost and wondering what the
heck they should do with their lives.
Goldenwords recently sat down with Sarah McDonald, a recent Life Sciences graduate. Sarah was the valedictorian of her high school, captain of the swim
team, and trained a guide dog while she was in high school. In university, she volunteered at a hospital, got involved in research, and in order to set herself apart
from her very accomplished peers, she volunteered refurbishing the dining room
sets of seniors in the Kingston community.

In recent weeks, biologists, anthropologists, and university students alike have
awakened renewed interest in the taxonomic classification of the university professor. The lines between species are blurry in the current landscape. Some widely
used classifiers include morphology, DNA sequence, geography, and reproduction. While university professors appear physically similar to most other humans,
students remain unconvinced that morphology alone is concrete evidence. “Most
giraffes look pretty similar, but it wasn’t until their DNA was sequenced that it was
discovered that there are actually four distinct species,” explained biologist Jennette Tecks.
Anthropology - the scientific study of humanity and its evolution - offers another interesting viewpoint. Throughout history, there has been a colourful cast of
hominids under the homo genus, each a different species, but each very human.
Thus, it is entirely possible that there could be multiple species of humans in the
modern day. Where this becomes more complicated is in the recognition that homo
neanderthalensis DNA is present in many modern homo sapiens. Theoretically,
this evidence of viable offspring could indicate that they are the same species. However, DNA sequencing and evidence that not all combinations of parents produce
viable offspring say otherwise. It is important to note that “homo sexual” is not a
separate species, but rather a misspelling of a sexuality.
As evidenced by in-class storytime and facebook statuses, at least some university professors have compatible gametes with homo sapiens. Even so, this does not
leave out the possibility of allopatric speciation, which occurs when a species separates into two separate groups due to isolation from each other. This is how some
cuddly grizzly bears became man-eating polar bears. It is common knowledge that
elementary school teachers live at school in cute little bunks, and university professors are no different. Zedd Shepherd said, “There is no known biological mechanism which would allow professors to think so critically on such complex topics
for extended periods without a regularly scheduled nap time.” Nap time requires
a nap location, so if this location does not exist, then karyotyping is absolutely not
enough to compare genetic similarity, as professors must then have a unique genetic makeup to facilitate their lifestyle. Perhaps the answer to the question lies
beneath the unassuming epithelial cells of their epidermis.
As of yet, the only point of agreement is that philosophers are unqualified to
determine what makes humans human. They are still in time-out as it remains on
file that philosophers fully entertained the belief that bipedalism - walking on two
limbs - is unique to homo sapiens, forgetting such entries as Canada geese and wallabies. Additionally, the common adage that “to make mistakes is to be human”
cannot be used as a means of binary sorting. While humans make mistakes, this is
not a trait unique to humans. See “How can I stop my golden retriever from eating
everything?”(Google, 2021) for more evidence. Each other group presents a compelling case. Behavioural analysis and geneticists are working together to produce
peer reviewed studies to clarify decisively.

-A Fan of Pants
“I decided that I wanted to be a cardiac surgeon in preschool when I was cutting out construction paper hearts for my parents’ Valentines Day card,” she said.
Naturally, with her parents enthusiastic support and approval, Sarah persevered and worked hard until she realized that maybe she didn’t want to go to
medical school, become a doctor, and work sixty hours a week for the rest of her
life (fair).
“It was challenging keeping up with school work while refurbishing dining
room sets for 10 hours a week in university,” she said. “I realized there was more
to life than studying anatomy, working in a lab, and volunteering at hospitals.”
Now that Sarah has decided she doesn’t want to be a doctor, she has no idea
what to do with her life.
“The life sciences major is useless, garbage, good-for-nothing, and for what?,”
she said.

Pile That Avocado a
Little Higher!
You stupid irresponsible millenial idiot
You save 3 dollars just to spend
on avocados? tsk. Typical.
You’ll never own a house with spending habits like that
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Golden Words Golden Squirrel
Found!
Brings Luck To All On Their
Midterms This Week <3
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Sound-Proof Bathrooms

I want a soundproof bathroom. I don’t want to pee or be taking a shit knowing
it’s going to reverberate around the house. I’m sitting on the toilet seat, and I don’t
want to think about other people hearing what I’m doing in the bathroom. At this
point you’re probably thinking, “Well what do I have to hide?” Oh I don’t know,
maybe I just don’t want my housemates hearing the sound of my piss or my actual
shit hitting the water. Basic privacy! Duhhhh.
Think about it this way. Say you’re taking a shit, and say you’re thinking it’s
about to be a big one. Do you really want your housemates gauging the size of the
shit you’re taking by listening to how big of a splash it makes? “Why are they even
going to listen to me taking a shit?” you ask. Well...Why do some people read smut?
You don’t know who’s out there beyond that bathroom door. My point being is
that do you really want to take the risk of other people knowing whether you have
diarrhea at one point? Do you want to take the risk of sitting on the toilet wondering if one of your housemates is a pervert and is probably waiting right outside the
bathroom listening to everything?
If you’re going to do anything in the bathroom, you should do it without worrying about whether or not other people can hear you. When you have a soundproof bathroom, the only thing you need to worry about is the soundproof boards
absorbing the shit going beyond the toilet seat (in the form of sounds duh). People
in Japan went as far as building toilets that wash your assholes. That shit was pure
genius. Simple, but genius. Definitely going down in my top 5 innovations of all
time. Hell I’d put it as high as my top 3. Why not go as far as building soundproof
bathrooms? Is that really too much to ask for? Just think about that for a second.
Soundproof bathrooms. SOUNDPROOF bathrooms. This could revolutionize the
way we pee and take a shit forever. Oh also Apple feel free to give me a call, and
not fuck me over by taking credit for shit that’s not yours (oh damn see what I did
there? Really bringing everything full circle there huh?).

-Savage

Queen’s University Solves Problem by Paying
for Advertisement Telling You to Solve Problem
After the billboards on campus during 2021 telling you to “just don’t
catch COVID” worked flawlessly, Queen’s university established the “office of proactive problem solving” whose mandate is to design and pay for
advertisements to tell you that you are actually the problem and not them.
The office is already working on advertisements for winter, telling you that
if you walk in the snow and slip, you were probably asking for it.
The university’s next plan is to replace the mural on Grant hall with a
sign saying “If you can’t pay for your tuition, then why are you here?”. The
long term vision is for every billboard in Kingston to tell students that if
they don’t acknowledge any problems, do they really exist?. The estimated
cost of this ambitious plan is set to raise tuition prices 30%.

- Pickle Rick

Zombieland: Covid Edition
Let’s take a moment to address COVID-19. That shit went bananas in a matter
of weeks. It even caused a toilet paper shortage thanks to someone eating bat soup,
have fun explaining that one to the grandkids. Fortunately, some nerds in a lab
came out with a vaccine, and historically speaking pretty quickly too. It probably
got approved the same way you sign the waiver to go skydiving “Ah shit, that’s a
lot of reading, I’m just gonna sign here. What could go wrong?” Well when you just
approved drugs for millions of people just imagine the possibilities.
So they start by giving the vaccine to all the healthcare workers and then eventually they get around to the rest of the average joe’s like you and me. At this point
no one really knows what’s going to happen with the vaccine in the future. Now
just hear me out what if the vaccine turns people into Zombies! It sounds crazy
but the first people to get the vaccine were all the healthcare workers…THE ONLY
PEOPLE WHO CAN SAVE US.
Once the healthcare workers start hunting for brains its game over, the apocalypse has officially begun. First, they will come for the average joe’s, since they
haven’t hit the zombie phase yet. This is the one and only time in your life that your
fear of the doctor is justified. At this point the most logical action to take would be
to train yourself by watching zombie movies.
You can take a few tips from the pros like Brad Pitt in World War Z or Woody
Harrelson in Zombieland. Even if you survive the brain hunting eventually you too
will turn into a zombie and the whole world will be looking for brains. Unfortunately, the only people left will be the anti-vaxxers, but they don’t have any!

- G-Money
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Recovered Golden Words Article Circa 2020
AC - April Estimated
Wow this whole coronavirus thing is crazy! I heard from a leak in Engsoc that
Queen’s might close down the school for a week because of it. Wow, life is like a
movie right now. Just at the right time too! I’ll be able to work hard on my final
projects and reports and be back to class to write exams! It’s supposed to be a really
rainy week too, so it’s probably a good thing if we stayed home. By next week it’ll
be over, and I’m pretty sure it’s supposed to be sunny, so we should all head to the
pier once we can see eachother again.
Closing down the entire province for 2 weeks? That’s crazy; I guess this is really
serious. Just 2 weeks of closure will bring this coronavirus to a halt, I’m sure. Sure,
it’s crazy, but it’s not “Contagion” crazy. Once the curve gets flattened, we’ll all be
fine and back to school. But in the meantime I’ll catch up on some coursework and
play animal crossing! Cuddling up with my new Nintendo Switch™ developing
the society of my animal characters and staying mostly inside for a rainy week or
two is nothing. We’re only doing this to flatten the curve right? I guess if some of
you do-badders go out, the curve won’t be flattened and we’ll have to stay inside
for the rest of this term!
Looks like it’s pretty bad in other countries, but in Canada, we can stick together and beat this in a week! The absolute worst case scenario, probably for America,
is that they’ll have to wait for the at-risk population to get a vaccine dose. If we don’t
beat it back, we may have to wait all the way until Christmas. Well surely things
have to open up soon, and definitely once people are vaccinated, I’ll be able to go
to Golden Words Pressnites, which will surely come back before any pubs where
people regularly get drunk and vomit on each other will open. Still, that would be
pretty bleak so maybe I was just being pessimistic! See you all next week in classes!.

-Name Lost To Time

To Men: Girls Hate Stoicism
Girls always want the men in their lives to be better at discussing their emotions. While many men think that they have found the answer to being more in tune
with their emotions in stoicism, I am here to tell you on behalf of girls that stoicism
is annoying and is not a substitute for talking about your emotions.
Nothing kills the mood like talking about your ego. If I tell you something difficult about my family life and you respond by telling me that all of your problems
are related to your ego, that is incredibly annoying and I will not want to tell you
things.
I don’t feel connected to you when you ramble on about abstract philosophical
frameworks and I don’t feel like I understand you more as a person when you send
me links to The Daily Stoic on YouTube. I want to date a real human with feelings,
not a moron who is trying to exorcise their ego.
TL;DR you can read my
summary about why I
hate stoicism in a haiku:

Haiku
Bad ego bad ego bad
Emotionally distant
Ew stoicism

- Fuck My Life(sci)

Shocking: Applied Mathematics and
Engineering Student Talks Like Inspector
Gadget
Doodoo-doo-dadoo. Inspector. Gadget. Our lovely reporters were in the field
outside the beautiful Jeffery hall when they were shocked to hear something wonderful. A sound that brought them back to their childhood and reminded them
of their glorious French-Canadian cultural heritage. Someone who was doing an
inspector gadget impression.
The squeaky voice of someone describing their favourite gadget was a beautiful sight to hear, but our really hot reporters didn’t actually hear them say “GoGoGadget _____” once. Strange, they thought. Then they were shocked to realise that
this man was simply an ordinary Applied Mathematics and Engineering student.
After listening, they were bored to tears to find out the world class inspector gadget
impersonator was simply talking about his coding project.
The coding project completely defied all the things we know about our favourite trench-coated lad. Our ravishingly sexy and rambunctious reporters were terrified to hear that the coding project actually worked and did not goofily explode in
his face in an unsuspecting and cartoonish way. It is very likely that this student did
not even stumble his way solving the mystery. Another tragic day on the Queen’s
Campus.

- Steven Harper’s Fourth Cousin
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Abysmal Take: My Italian-ness Branded Me An
‘Other’ at Queen’s

On my ﬁrst day at Queen’s, I rolled to Kingston in my Chef Boyardee can, unloaded my ravioli on my ﬂoor in Vic Hall, and understood what it meant to be an
outsider in Canada.
Sitting on non-Italian leather common room couches, everyone and I were playing Cards Against Humanity. I was dealt a card with the name Terry Fox on it. I
desperately looked up, not knowing anyone here and asked, “Who-a is-a this-a?”
Fatal mistake.
Uproariously, everyone in the room turned on me and exclaimed how ignorant
and uneducated I must be not to know Canada’s beloved hero and legend. I used
the only defense mechanism I could: “Oh-a, sorry-a, but I am-a actually from-a
Italia.” Another mistake; I now felt a bit embarrassed. This is surely the most discriminatory and xenophobic action to ever happen on Canadian soil.
Telling people I was Italian explained everything they needed to know about
me—that I ate pizza and probably voted for Mussolini. While this isn’t entirely true,
my little ﬁrst-year heart was broken. I naively assumed my spaghetti eating statistics wouldn’t matter, let alone negatively brand me, especially in a country that I
understood to be welcoming to diﬀerent perspectives.
Even as a white, Italian man, an identity that I understand is riddled with Facism
and tomato sauce, I’ve been at the receiving end of hurtful and negative stereotypes
and assumptions. I have noticed a superiority complex that creates an unwelcoming environment for diﬀerent opinions on things such as what ﬂours constitute real
pasta. (semolina ﬂour, just to be clear)
More than once during my time at Queen’s, I’ve heard professors discuss examples of discriminatory and xenophobic actions taken by the Canadian government
in the past, followed by the statement, “It’s terrible, but at least we’re not Facist
Italy. I think they probably did something worse than us - I mean, they’re literal
fascists and while it does not excuse our past actions, we must talk about them as
well to learn from history.”, an excuse far too common in Canada.

Golden
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The Journal is MY Favourite Satire Paper
I absolutely LOVE the Queen’s Journal. I used to hate hate HATE it, but now
that they’ve started putting satire pieces in the paper? HOO-wee that’s what I’m
talking about!! That gets me fucking GOING. I was reading through the journal one
night, innocently scrolling through to ﬁnd articles to make fun of for GW content,
but that’s when I started actually reading the articles... I was sitting there cackling
for hours, slappin’ my knees and getting my socks knocked oﬀ! One after the other
I read through and they somehow kept ﬁnding ways to get me going! For example,
they really got me rolling over this one satire piece that was a mockery of the modern day white-savior. I think it was titled something like My, Uh, NO! My Italianness branded me as an ‘other’ at Queen’s. That one got my ribs hurting for sure!! I
think we all need to encourage the Journal to do more satire pieces, because that’s
clearly their best content! Go read the journal’s satire pieces!!

-ROFL of LMAO

At ﬁrst, I was deeply oﬀended and hurt by these expressions of superiority and
bigotry in the classroom. It hurts my feelings to hear MY country did something
wrong! However, I began to understand that these anti-Italian sentiments were only
spread through crime shows and soap operas and the professors probably picked
them up from anti-Italian media such as The Godfather. The sentiment that Canadians should learn about the wrongs of Facist Italy is especially troubling because
we’re teaching people about the negative actions of the people I identify with and
defend.
This isn’t to say that Canadians are intolerant people because I know ﬁrsthand
that’s the furthest thing from the truth. The idea of the pasta-cutter Canadian mold
isn’t what makes Canada special; it’s telling me that no one that I identify with has
ever done anything wrong, or at the very least, not telling me about it. I think this is
often said but not as frequently internalized and institutionalized.

-A Saviour Of The People

Words

“Breaking News: Crazy Wacky Thing Has Happened!”

Written By:

YOU?

Writing for GoldenWords is as easy as 1, 2,
3, 4, 5. Remain completely
anonymous with your
shitposts while sending
them out to thousands of
unSUSpecting students.
To write for the most
inﬂuencial paper in Canada, send us an email at

goldenwords.eds@engsoc.
queensu.ca with your information and we’ll hook
you up.
We write every Sunday from 12pm-done. and
we are always looking for
new writers, especially if
you like to draw or can do
photoshop.

If you do not want to
join our meetings you can
always send your submission by email and we’ll try
to ﬁnd a spot for you! See
you soon, and we love you.

What Would YOU Do With a Drunken Sailor? (Personality Test)

Chuck him in the long boat ‘til he’s sober: A reasonable and practical approach.

Stick on his back a mustard plaster: A cottagecore, herbal solution. You own a

Put him in bed with the captain’s daughter: This is really very inconsiderate to
the captain’s daughter as she has nothing to do with your situation and simply shifts
the problem to her. She asks herself, “What should I do with a drunken sailor?”

Keel haul him till he’s sober: You are american and you understand that this is not
torture, but rather “advanced interrogation techniques” needed for national security.

You are level headed and kinda hot.

Tie him to the mast and then you ﬂog him: You do not experience class consciousness and your vengeful nature has driven you to hurt a fellow comrade, who
is simply a victim of the vices used to subdue his spirit.

tapestry (there is nothing wrong with that but you do have one so I’m not sure why
you’re getting mad at me)

Shave his belly with a rusty razor: A venerable classic.You know how to have fun

and tetanus could never stop you!

Put him in the scuppers with a hosepipe on him: I know what those words

Tie him to the taﬀrail when she’s yardarm under: You have a bad sense of
rhythm as this does not really seem to go with the tune well.

Give ‘im a dose of salt and water: Salene is a practical option and salty soups

terrible sense of humour.

mean. You don’t.

might help his hangover. You’re either nursing or a health-sci student.

Put him in the bilge and make him drink it: You know what? Queen’s University

Student Code of Conduct: IV Types of Non-Academic Misconduct: G. Misconduct Against
Persons and Dangerous Activity: c) Harassment: iii) Hazing: “Hazing activities include,
but are not limited to, pranks, jokes, public ridicule, and any activity that does not
respect an individual’s rights, integrity, dignity, safety or well-being… ...that is used
as a means of coercing, compelling, forcing, or otherwise socially pressuring, a person to gain or maintain: (i) membership in; (ii) the acceptance of; or, (iii) association
with; any group or organization.” This means you are truly a scallywag for daring to
go against the school code of conduct. The University will publicly ridicule you in a
way that does not respect your dignity if you do not comply in an eﬀort to maintain
your membership in, acceptance in, and association with the University.

Give ‘im a hair of the dog that bit him: You’re either Irish (Oiresh) or you have a

Take him to the pub and get him drunker: You are a good friend and everyone
loves you. However, you did not realise that the sailor was already blacked-out and
upon having some tequila shots at Brass, and he has collapsed and needs to be taken
to the hospital. He’s not breathing. You think he may have choked on his own vomit.
You check his pulse and try to administer CPR. “He’ll come back” you think to yourself. He doesn’t. He’s gone.

-The Platypus Controlling You

